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Mendix-low code platform

Our Solutions

Our Solutions
PLM RoI Calculator

CPQ - Configure price Quotation

Service Managrment

Supply Chain Management

Energy Resource Management

Personal Health Monitar

Asset management

Mendix is designed to accelerate enterprise application development and deploy-

ment.  This platform offers both no code (business domain experts) and low code 

(professional technical developers) options.

CPQ 
(Configure, Price, Quote) 

PLM RoI Calculator

CPQ is a tool used by Sales Representatives 

to quickly and accurately generate quotes 

for specific orders, along with a complete 

pricing proposal real-time within minutes.

The PLM RoI Calculator Solution analyses and 
quantifies the impact of technology and resources 
in a process and evaluates the productivity of the 
investment taking into consideration all the tasks 
performed at different levels of product develop-
ment approximating the productivity boost 
enabled by the technology.
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Energy Resource Management

CPQ Doors and Windows

Service Management 

Supply Chain Management 

Windmill Monitoring Application developed using 
Mendix provides a Dashboard to monitor the health 
of windfarms and windmills. It also displays alerts 
and various metrics/analytics in visual graphs and 
charts which can be monitored by the Administra-
tor and take necessary corrective action in a timely 
manner if required. 

CPQ Doors and Windows allows sales Representa-
tives to generate accurate quotes and complete 
proposals within minitus on handheld devices.
This solution is developed considering the require-
ments to build Windows, Patio Doors and Front 
Doors.

Issue management Application using mendix is a 
business solution, that lets you track,monitor and 
handle feedback from customers in a simple way.
It allows  a customer to report complaints easily 
and helps the customer service representative to 
address the complaints quickly and efficiently.

Supply chain management using Mendix is a Real-time 
platform to manage and track the end-to-end flow of 
materials from point of origin to point of consumption 
including quality checks at every point in the journey. 
This can be implemented in any supply chain ecosystem 
to have transparent process management, easy to 
track, and visualize the entire process in a dashboard on 
your computer, tablet or mobile.
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Our Solutions

About PROLIM

PROLIM is a leading provider of end-to-end PLM and Engineering Solutions to Global 

Fortune 1000 companies. We focus on business processes and technology and help 

our customers improve their profitability and efficiency.We put life into every product 

lifecycle, and our goal is to help various corporations succeed in their product lifecycle 

management strategies.

Tandem Press Line for Auto

Visitor Pass Management

RTPCR Tracking Application

The Solution measures the OEE which helps manage-
ment gain important insights on how to systematically 
improve the manufacturing process. It monitors the 
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) using equipment 
availability, productivity, and quality metrics to calcu-
late a value that summarizes how well the production 
line is operating.

RTPCR Tracking Application tracks Covid test 
schedule and results for every employee entering 
the company premises. Application allows to 
scan QR code on Employee ID to retrieve the 
details

Visitor Pass Management application generates 
a temporary visitor pass with a unique code. 
Individual details are captured and sent through 
approval process. Once approved, pass will be 
printed and provided to the visitor immediately.

www.prolim.com 248-522-2575   |   888-9-PROLIM   


